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This project has received funding from the 

EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

programme under grant agreement #769086

Recommendations

1. Identify possible stakeholders from the
urban, environmental, mobility, tourism,
trafficking, educational, public transport
sectors, etc.

2. Creating and updating a database of
stakeholders' contact details.

Outcome

Our goal was to engage stakeholders in the
planning process of the mobility measures.

Impact

Due to the complexity of some measures, the
first working team was an extended internal
team, including colleagues from Finance,
Procurement, Technical department,
Communication, Legal, City planning, and for
some activities from the Local police, Touristic
Center, Principia Museum, District Police, Public
space administration.
The second group was created from internal and
external experts, working on the updated
Integrated City Development Strategy, which
worked closely with our project team
In total, over 25 people were involved frequently
in project activities.

Process

1. Collaboration with local stakeholders from
finance, procurement, technical, urban,
environmental, mobility, tourism, trafficking,
educational, and public transport
departments of Alba Iulia Municipality.

2. Creating and updating a database of
stakeholders’ contact details.

3. Informing stakeholders regularly on the
implementation of the action plan on the use
of cargo bike as a means of transport.

4. Involve stakeholders in working sessions for
the identification of significant ideas
regarding the use of cargo bikes in Alba
Iulia.

5. Consultative work plan.
6. Implementation of work plan.

M1 – Establish stakeholder working teams for 

the relevant target groups

ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

Contact
Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com

The measure aims to create a planning culture based on regular communication, mutual consultation, and 
cooperative decision-making.
Implementation period: September 2019 – July 2022.

Local administration , 
institutions, citizens, Local bike 
shop/ associations, 
Infrastructure/ mobility 
association, NGO, Universities

Easy to implement / replicate if 
existing stakeholders with 
relevant experience



This project has received funding from the 
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programme under grant agreement #769086

Measure’s objective is to promote visibility and local adoption of cargo bikes as an alternative means of
transport and to inspire others to be more active in general.
Implementation period: „Bubble Parade” 8 June 2019, „Alba Iulia likes bikes” 21 September 2019
„Tales on wheels” 16-22 September 2019, „Green Friday” 30 July-22 September 2021, „Europe’s Day” 9
May 2022, and Alba Iulia tests cargo bikes 19 July-28 July 2022.

Recommendations

1. Collaborate with Communication team and
associations, in order to increase visibility

2. Proper and safety locations are needed.

3. Interactive events, including small contests
and symbolic promotional can be very
successful

Outcome

274 of persons tested the cargo bikes during the
trials; locations vary from a closed boulevard, to a
park, a central plateau of a historic area to that larger
used during sharing and testing event, when cargo
bikes were available to those who wished, free of
charge, at 2 pick-up points, located in Alba Carolina
Citadel and The Center Food Market.

Impact

After the successful implementation of 2 cargo bikes
trials in 2019 (Bubble Parade and “Alba Iulia likes
bikes”) and postponed events during the pandemic
period, we organized 2 trials in 2022 (Europe’s Day
and “Alba Iulia tests cargo bikes”, in which we also
tested for almost 2 weeks a sharing system). In total,
we used 25 different cargo bikes, and 274 people
had the opportunity to test a cargo bike, not to
mention “informal” tests, or tests with people from
institutions, the majority being very pleased with the
cargo bike test and providing valuable feedback. One
bike was used for almost one week in July 2022 for
delivering parcels up to 20 kg with good results.

Process

1. Establishing the logistics aspects and the place of 
the event.
2. Preparing the materials for the event.
3. Promote the event.
4. Running the cargo bikes try-out schemes.
5. Evaluate the success of each cargo bike try out 
scheme from participants.

M 2 – Cargo Bike-Try-out 
Schemes 
ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

Citizens, tourists, logistic
companies, institutions and
organizations who want to use
cargo bikes for delivery
service

10000 €

Contact

Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com

Potential for others events and 
social groups. Can be replicated 
in different contexts

Considering the huge untaped potential of cargo
bikes for logistics and small businesses, a separate
one week trial was implemented with a logistic
company.
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Measure’s objectives is to expand and integrate the cargo bikes into transportation systems to make them an
attractive mobility alternative for daily inter-city trips.
Implementation period: 19 July – 28 July 2022.
Measure is complementary to M2 – Cargo bikes try-outs.

Recommendations

Outcome

The sharing system for cargo bikes was tested during a
long trial (almost 2 weeks). People had the opportunity
to make their shopping or relax in the citadel area, using
for 2 hours a cargo bike free of charge. We used up to
20 cargo bikes (3 wheels, rear basket) and 2 mobility
points (Central Market and Principia Museum) with
dedicated personnel. The trial was promoted using
various communication media (billboards, flyers, press,
TV spots, online, and social media), and 66 people
tested cargo bikes and completed their opinions about
this test.

Impact

The sharing system testing was successful, being
promoted on media channels (printed and online press,
local TV) and informing and evaluation part being
ensured by a marketing company and the municipality
team.

Process

1. Identify possible partnerships with public/ private
transport operators/ companies; organising sharing
scheme.

2. Procurement/ rental of cargo bikes/ maintenance
services.

3. Identify spaces for the safe hiring/ sharing, testing
and parking of cargo bikes (temporary mobility
points); necessary personnel, promotion.

4. 10 cargo bikes were tested free of charge for two
weeks

5. Running the cargo bikes rental sharing schemes.
6. Evaluate the success of each cargo bike rental 

sharing schemes.

M 3. Cargo Bike Rental Sharing 
schemes
ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

1. Use ideas and results from available
workshop of using cargo bikes for children,
for companies, etc.

2. Ensuring proper promotion, dedicated
personnel in mobility points and cargo bikes
maintenance are important for a successful
test.

3. For a long term cargo bike sharing system,
consider using online reservation and
tracking systems.

Significant efforts and establishing
partners and participants, ensuring
services to citizens and tourists

10000 €

Effective, high impact awareness 
and communication instruments 
easy to adapt and replicate. 
Possible connection with other 
sharing schemes.

Contact
Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com
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Measure’s objectives is to reduce traffic and parking spaces traditionally assigned to the cars in Alba Iulia.
Implementation period: July 2019- April 2022.

Recommendations

Outcome

During CCCB implementation, project team collaborated with
two other groups of internal and external experts, in updating 2
strategic documents (approved in 2022 by the Local Council:
a)Integrated Sustainable Development Strategy 2021-2030
chapter Mobility. The strategy was realized through another
project with European funding and approved by Local Council
of Alba Iulia on 27 April 2022. The strategy is available at the
following link:
https://www.apulum.ro/images/uploads/fisiere/SIDU_final_cu_c
operti_11052021.pdf
This strategic document contains information about City
Changer Cargo Bike at page 199.

b) SUMP -2030 
https://www.apulum.ro/images/uploads/fisiere/PMUD_Alba_Iuli
a_actualizat_anexa_HCL_27_din_2022_actualizat_27_ian_20
22_15022022.pdf (see page 52).

Impact

City strategic objectives related to mobility are:
- Implementing an integrated transport system, reducing car
dependence and containing surrounding areas
- Upgrading infrastructure with an accent on safety
- Promoting alternative means of transport
Bike infrastructure will allow usage of cargo bikes (lanes of 1,2
m).

Process

1. To identify the areas dedicated to cargo bike lanes and
parking in the city.

2. Develop the framework conditions for the use of cargo
bikes in the city.

3. To include bikes/ cargo bikes infrastructure in strategic
documents/ project implementation.

4. Many measures are under implementation in a large
project funded by ROP.

M 5.  Infrastructural measures - extension of facilities 
for riding and parking
ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

1. Use ideas and results from available
workshop of using cargo bikes for children,
for companies, etc.

2. Mobility data and tendencies, together with
infrastructural measures, require extensive
analysis and collaboration with internal and
external mobility experts.

Significant efforts to elaborate strategic
documents at the local level and to be
approved by the City Council. Citizens
and small businesses will be main
beneficiaries.

N/A

Actual bike infrastructure doesn’t
offer a good coverage of main traffic/
commercial areas and bike lanes
are not well inter-connected.
Experience can be useful for cities in
same situation.

Contact
Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com
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Measure’s objectives is to network with other municipalities in order to increase, improve and enhance bicycling
in the city as a safe, healthy and enjoyable means of transportations and recreation.
Implementation period: September 2019 – June 2022.

Recommendations

Outcome

Our mayor contacted all 9 municipalities and cities from Center
Region - Romania, and sent a personal letter and presentation
of the project, together with an invitation to a dedicated
workshop, in which 5 cities participated, providing input about
possible measures in order to promote cargo bikes in their
cities and integrate them in their new mobility strategies.

Impact

The workshop was organized online, and was a good
opportunity to present cargo bikes and their advantages/
possible usages, compare different locations/ conditions,
integrating cargo bikes in local mobility strategies and plans.

Process

1. Lists of contacts/ Municipalities/ Administrators.
2. Invitations/ Schedule meetings.
3. Prepare material which will be presented at the meetings.
4. Collect the ideas shared and send them for others to use.

M 6. Peer to peer communication between mayors or 
high level administrative staff
ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

1. Promoting ideas/ success stories from cities
at other events

2. Involvement of decision-makers at the
mayor's office level/ urban mobility planners
to introduce cargo-bikes in the city.

Decision makers, stakeholders, 
High level administrative staff

N/A

Measure can be replicated through
involvement of high-level decision
makers /stakeholders with same
objectives related to city mobility

Contact
Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com
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Measure’s objectives is to provide the legal framework necessary to achieve the purchase of goods
and services within the project.
Implementation period: September 2019 – May 2022.

Recommendations

Outcome

The acquisition of the goods and services necessary for
the implementation of the project is carried out in
compliance with the provisions of Law no.98 / 2016, with
the subsequent amendments and completions, regarding
public procurement. Failure to comply with public
procurement legislation will result in the expense being
ineligible.
Although the city hall carries out hundreds of
procurement processes annually for operational needs or
project implementations, the purchase of equipment and
services specific to cargo bikes is not a usual one,
requiring technical, legal, and budgetary analysis, as well
as the preparation of procurement files and their
development.

Impact
Several (17, 9 files) acquisitions were implemented,
considering the project activities, allocated budgets, and
legal provisions referring to the type and value of the
acquisition, publicity, or usage of the National Online
Acquisition System (SEAP).

Process
1. Preparation of necessity report, explanatory note and

specifications for the acquisition.
2. Realization of the call of tender and tender book for

the acquisition.
3. Making the award report and communicating the

results of the evaluation of the price offers to the
economic operators.

4. Making public procurement contracts/ orders for
purchased goods and services.

5. Elaboration of reception notes.

M 8. Establish municipal procurement integrating 
Cargo Bike
ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

1. Public procurement programming
2. Elaborate the necessary documentation
3. Procurement must be adapted to equipment

and services and their nature, expected
area of offertants

Public procurement service
inside the local administration

N/A

The purchase procedures must be
carried out in compliance with the
current legislation. Replication
possible under similar conditions.

Contact
Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com



Process

1. Learn from partners and other cities. For example; in
Romania, a big city implemented a subsidy scheme for
bicycles, with limited success.

2. Locally, there are several (including legal) constraints
in implementing funding schemes based on vouchers
(special permits, Local Council approval, budget, local
partner able to deliver cargo bikes, taxes, etc.) and
strong local stakeholders is needed.

3. It was demonstrated that the funding scheme is
efficient with local infrastructure and regulatory
decisions in favor of using cargo bikes in designated
areas.

4. We tried (unsuccessfully) to rent cargo bikes for
testing, with the supplier selling them later locally, at a
reduced price.

5. Finally, we acquired low-cost cargo bike kits and used
them for trials and shared schemes. Final users, are,
according to legislation, public service institutions (with
focus on those providing social services and “leading
by example” ); 5 cargo bikes are used by social
assistants for delivering food and medication to seniors;

Based on two successful awareness raising and cargo bike trial events, we tried to implement a scheme of
financial support for those interested to buy a cargo bike, or for public services, fixing a limit of 500 euros/ cargo
bike.

Recommendations

1. To be preceded by awareness raising and
cargo bike trial events

2. Funding schemes require special attention
on legal, accounting and taxing aspects,
from specialized departments/ institutions

3. Stakeholders, budgets, local partners
(bicycle associations, bike shops) are
important in funding scheme adoption.

Contact

Valentin VOINICA
Tel: +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com

Outcome

During the CCB project, we had the opportunity to learn
from our partner’s experiences of using cargo bikes for
transport, commerce, in families or for services.
There are important benefits of using cargo bikes as an
alternative to automobiles, considering their efficiency,
access in narrow / restricted areas, the fact that they are
an environmentally friendly and healthy means of transport,
their operational cost or their contribution to a better usage
of public space.
On the other hand, there are just few local cargo bikes
available, the infrastructure needs improvement and their
usual cost of 1000€ to 8000€ seems discouraging for many.
That’s why many cities are testing subsidy schemes, in
order to promote the adoption of cargo bikes and to
improve local living conditions.

Impact

Usually, a subsidy eases the buying process of a cargo
bike for those in doubt, and generates an exponential rise in
local users, especially in cities where their number is low.
Also, it is a good opportunity for cities to demonstrate their
commitment to fight against pollution and climate change,
or to promote efficient public services and lead by example
regarding the adoption of cargo bikes. After testing various
alternatives, we used subsidy for cargo bikes kits used for
public services in 2022.

M10- Cargo bike funding schemes 

ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

For municipalities, promoting
local adoption of cargo bikes; for
companies/ citizens considering to
buy cargo bikes

11.000 €, for 20 cargo bikes kits
and 2 electric kits

Potential for a larger scale, if
combined with other measures for 
sustainable mobility and availability 
of local cargo bikes distributors

4 cargo bikes are used by seniors from
Home for Elderly, a „pedal without age”
activity ; 3 are used for public domain
maintenance, 3 by local police in
surveillance activities, 2 by the municipal
sport club and 4 by the technical and public
buildings maintenance team).

This project has received funding from the 

EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

programme under grant agreement #769086
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This measure is complementary to M11 – Regulative local measures in terms of restrictions.
Both are important tools for local administration, in order to promote a positive image about cargo bikes and
their advantages, to support local transport and economic operators and to support usage of alternative
means of transport.

Recommendations

1. Implication of several departments and
stakeholders are critical

2. Proposals must be subject of an impact
analysis

3. Is recommendable to have a public
consultation before adopting new
regulativemeasures

Outcome

Actually, there are special restrictions/ permits
for heavy traffic and car restrictions in some
Citadel areas and in Citadel tranches. This
situation will change after implementation of
mobility projects (city second belt, bike lanes).
The citadel area is favourable for implementing
measures supporting usage of cargo bikes and
other eco means of transport. Main measures
are acces to selected location/ locations, access
to electricity in designated area, ensure many
locations with free WiFi.
Activities are supported by low taxes for small
areas of public space used.
Last decision on local taxes for using public
spaces (HCL507/12.2021) is maintaining low
taxes for commercial activities, favourable to
cargo bikes, or alternative transport services,
which needs small spaces.
Mobility projects under implementation, and
SUMP, includes several regulative measures in
order to incentivise usage of alternative means
of transport.

Impact

Activities were related to identification of existing
and favorable areas for small businesses in
Citadel area, defining possible collaborations
with Touristic Info Center, Principia Museum and
proposals on existing regulations and taxes.
During the project, one new eco transport
operator and two small businesses based on
cargo bikes appeared in the Citadel area.

Process

1. Identification of existing regulations and
favorable areas for small businesses;
existing regulations and taxes;

2. Collaborations with ather institutions in the
main area

3. Analise with other departments and
decission factors; proposals to Local Council

4. Promotion and application of regulative
measures

M12 - Regulative measures in terms of incentives

ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

Contact
Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com

Local administration; 
institutions; transport/ 
economic operators; cargo 
bike users

N/A; measures decided in 
Local Council/ institutions

Easy to implement / replicate if 
existing similar legislation/ 
reglementation; requires 
impact analysis
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Recommendations

1. Identify possible locations and partners

2. Check local / regional availability of
such special bikes

3. Considering local situation and
international logistics problems, expect
long delivery terms

4. Implementing a long term taxi service
using cargo bikes require an consistent
budget

5. Passenger’s safety is a priority

Outcome

Our goal was to test for two weeks to integrate
cargo bikes as a green transport means for
citizens in car restricted areas of Alba Iulia
Citadel. In order to achieve this objective, we
tried to have at least 2 cargo bikes available for
a taxi service and to get people to switch from
the car to the cargo bike, providing in the same
time touristic/ hystorical info with guide for
improving tourism services and for promoting
the citadel area.

Impact

Citadel location is favourable to implementation,
having car restricted areas and bike lanes.
Implementation of this measure confronted
several difficulties:
a) We didn’t identifyed existing local clasic

cargo bike for persons (rickshaw, with 2
passangers in front or rear side)

b) Usual cargo bikes for persons are special,
heavy duty (over 250kg) bikes,
recommended with electric help engine, and
with prices starting from 4.500 euros

c) There are no local/ national producers/
distributors for such bikes, considered too
expensive;

d) Identifyed „artisanal” manufacturers are not
interested in renting such bikes;

e) International producers are not interested in
small quantities and considering logistic
problems, deliveries are at 4-5 months;

f) There are comparable services in the same
area (family bike, electric tricycle, electric
mini bus with guide)

Process

1. Developing concept/ specifications for cargo 
bike taxi in citadel

2. Possible collaboration with local bike sharing 
companies/ bike associations

3. Identifying possible local/ national/ 
international producers/ distributors/ 
manufacturers for renting bikes

4. Aquisition for renting 2 cargo bikes to be 
used as a taxi and guide services

M13 - Taxi transport per Cargo Bike in car 

restricted areas.

ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

Contact
Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com

The measure aims to increase the accessibility of recreational/ relevant locations, social interaction,
together with tourist services and info.

Tourists, citizens, small 
services  companies

2500 € (estimation for 2 
weeks guided trial)

Difficult to implement when 

local rickshaws are not available
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There are numerous occasions for municipalities, institutions, companies or associations to organize very
successful outdoor events, events inside buildings or in public places. At these events, it is important to
communicate in the most effective way, using live audio/ video, vlogging, interviews, recordings, but sometimes
professional video services are not an option. With a mediacargo bike it is possible to have a portable mini audio/
video studio and to achieve all of the above.

Recommendations

1. Equipment recommendations from
professionals who are frequent users of
multimedia equipment is highly
recommendable

2. Compatibility between different kinds of
equipment or producers is critical

3. Check and compare technical specification of
similar equipment from different producers

4. Pay attention to water protection grade of
equipment, use protective cases for outdoor
activities

Contact

Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com

Outcome
The measure is linked with M2-Cargo bikes trials and
M15- Local heroes, and its main objective was to
raise awareness about cargo bikes among various
stakeholders groups (TV/Radio Bikes) but also among
the wider public, based on organising outdoor/ indoor
events and interviews with local influencers/
stakeholders/ citizens.

Organizing outdoor/ indoor events, and using
multimedia and online channels for these events or
communication, can often be a challenging task for
municipalities, institutions, companies or associations.
The CCCB project offered us the opportunity to test a
possible solution for these demands.

Impact

The media cargo bike is a complete and affordable
solution to a mini portable audio/ TV studio. Using a
cargo bike for transport and good quality portable
equipment, it can be used everywhere and for multiple
activities. During the project, It was used for local heroes
interviews, materials for promoting cargo bike sharing
system and during the outdoor workshop (50
participants).

Process

1. Decide on possible equipment
2. Use a standard cargo bike able to host all

equipment, with transport basket (having usually 88
x 65 x 55 cm or more) and ensure a protective
cover

3. Decide on main technical specifications and
products; main parts must be bellow 500 €; all
equipment must be portable and powered with
high capacity rechargeable batteries.

4. Prefer small, easy to use and light-weight
equipment.

5. Example: 2 x HD video camera with tripod; wired
and wireless interview microphones; LED lights
with tripod; audio and video mixers; stabilizer for
smartphone and camera; 2 x > 200W trolley
speakers with tripod; 2 x studio microphone with
support; cables and accessories.

6. Purchase after checking technical details and
stocks.

7. Test with your team the equipment using the
manuals and organize your first internal mini event.

8. Use media cargo bike for interviews and events and
distribute multimedia materials.

M14- Media bikes (to raise awareness)

ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

For municipalities / institutions/
companies / associations – small
and medium events, interviews,
efficient communication

5000 € (multimedia equipment,
portable audio/ video mini studio)

Effective, easy to replicate, complete 
and portable audio/ video solution
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Measure’s objective is to spread the message about the benefits of using cargo bikes and to inspire others
to be more active in general. In order to achieve this objective, 2-3 local heroes (stakeholders or people with
visibility, using frquently cargo bikes) must be convinced to present and valorise their experience and
disseminate it in local media (expecting over 1000 views). This measure is linked with M14- Media cargo
bike and other project activities.

Recommendations

1. Identify as much as possible local
possible heroes

2. Their acceptance is important, because
some people don’t like to be on camera or
on public social media

3. Collaborate with Communication team
and associations, in order to increase
visibility and distributions

Outcome

After internal training sessions, the local team
established to identify people from Alba Iulia
who use cargo bickes and whose experience will
be presented, using video interviews promoted
during the project on the municipality channels
and in local media.
As local number of cargo bikes is very low,
finding a local hero it wasn’t an easy task.
Initially we identifyed two small local businesses
using cargo bikes, with good visibility (one info
bike in Citadel and a cofee shop placed inside a
mall) but finnaly, two new businesses using
cargo bikes appeared in the city area, and the
young entrepreneurs agreed to be "local
heroes", to present their business idea and the
local potential of cargo bikes.

Impact

We have prepared two video interviews with 
local heroes, and edit them to 1,5 minutes each. 
Last activity stage took 2 weeks and the 
interviews were posted on our official Facebook 
channel ((1) Municipiul Alba Iulia - Postări 
(facebook.com), enjoying a good audience 
(1500 views).

Process

1. Internal training/ preparation
2. Identification of possible local heroes and 
check for acceptance
3. Internal Communication team was involved
4. Ensure that you have relevant questions
5. Prepare location, technical support, record 
and edit video interviews
6. Post interviews using media channels

M15 – Local heroes 

activities in Alba Iulia

Citizens, small businesses, 
bike associations

500 €, mainly for technical 
support

High potential for replication, 
good visibility for short/ impact 
videos on social media (1500 
views, 13 distributions)

Contact

Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com
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Cargo bike presentations, webinars and workshops, proved to be very effective activities in presenting and
promoting the benefits of cargo bikes and their applications.

Recommendations

Outcome

In order to exploit the potential of cargo bikes in the pulbic,
private and commercial sector we proposed to organize at
least two events and participate to other mobility events.
These flexible and targeted events, are facilitating the
presentation of cargo bikes’ benefits in an effective way to
broader audiences and increase cargo bike adoption in cities.

Impact

Tens of local administrations are considering cargo bikes in
their sustainable urban mobility plans, and several companies
and citizens are considering cargo bikes usage for businesses
or in families.

Process

1. Presentation of cargo bikes at “Smart City Debate”
(Brasov, Oct.2019), with other mobility solutions (20 local
administrations, 150 representatives of institutions,
companies, associations, experts).

2. Introducing Cargo Bikes to Romanian cities - presentation
at CIVINET ROMANIA Virtual Conference on E-Mobility
(online, May 2020; 80 participants from administration,
transport practitioners and public transport operators).

3. Cargo bikes for families – workshop in school, Sep 2020,
10 attendants

4. Webinar dedicated to local administrations, based on the
“Cargo bike – a guide for mayors” (online, Feb. 2021, 5 city
managers and project managers from county cities).

5. Presentation at “SUMP- PLUS” City Lab (June, 2022; 20
attendants, local administrations and international mobility
experts).
6. Outdoor workshop and cargo bike trial for entrepreneurs,
small businesses and families (July 2022, 50 attendants).
More details:
• https://www.concordcom.ro/dezbatere-smart-city-11-octombrie-

brasov/
• http://cyclelogistics.eu/news/civinet-romania-virtual-conference-e-

mobility-introducing-cargo-bikes-romanian-cities
• https://sump-plus.eu/news?c=search&uid=H8577F3d

M16. Cargo bike presentations, 
webinars, workshops

ALBA IULIA MUNICIPALITY

1. Partnerships with other institutions, experts,
mobility associations and other sustainable
mobility projects are able to ensure larger
audiences and impact of the event

2. Combinations of online and face-to-face
events, and proper promotion, are able to
raise the efficiency of such events and the
presence of decision makers and people
interested in sustainable mobility and
adoption of cargo bike as an important
solution to actual traffic congestion and
pollution problems.

Organized 3 events and 3
presentations; Broad audience and
range (over 300 participants; local
administrations, institutions,
companies, citizens, associations,
sustainable mobility experts)

2500 €

Effective, high impact awareness 
and communication instruments 
easy to adapt and replicate 
(workshop preparation materials 
available)

Contact
Valentin VOINICA
Tel +0372586419 Email: valivoinica@yahoo.com


